Three SpoA-domain proteins interact in the creation of the flagellar type III secretion system in *Helicobacter pylori*
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Bacterial flagella are rotary nanomachines that contribute to bacterial fitness in many settings, including host colonization. The flagellar motor relies on the multiprotein flagellar motor-switch complex to govern flagellum formation and rotational direction. Different bacteria exhibit great diversity in their flagellar motors. One such example is exemplified by the motor-switch apparatus of the gastric pathogen *Helicobacter pylori*, which carries an extra switch protein, FliY, along with the more typical FliG, FliM, and FliN proteins. All switch proteins are needed for normal flagellation and motility in *H. pylori*, but the molecular mechanism of their assembly is unknown. To fill this gap, we examined the interactions among these proteins. We found that the C-terminal SpoA domain of FliY (FliYC) is critical to flagellation and forms heterodimeric complexes with the FliN and FliM SpoA domains, which are β-sheet domains of type III secretion system proteins. Surprisingly, unlike in other flagellar switch systems, neither FliY nor FliN self-assembled. The crystal structure of the FliYC–FliNC complex revealed a saddle-shaped structure homologous to the FliN–FliN dimer of *Thermotoga maritima*, consistent with a FliY–FliN heterodimer forming the functional unit. Analysis of the FliYC–FliNC interface indicated that oppositely charged residues specific to each protein drive heterodimer formation. Moreover, both FliYC–FliMC and FliYC–FliNC associated with the flagellar regulatory protein FliH, explaining their important roles in flagellation. We conclude that *H. pylori* uses a FliY–FliN heterodimer instead of a homodimer and creates a switch complex with SpoA domains derived from three distinct proteins.

Bacterial flagella are rotary nanomachines that contribute to bacterial fitness in a variety of settings, including mammalian and plant colonization (1, 2). Although the basic function of flagella as a motor organelle is conserved, substantial variation exists among microbes in the components used to build and operate key aspects of the flagella. For example, we now know that there are diverse motor structures from cryoelectron tomography studies (3, 4) and that bacterial motors consist of FliG, FliM, and either FliN, FliY, or the combination of both FliN and FliY (5). Although motor diversity is well appreciated, how motors are built from the various combinations of FliN and FliY and how these two proteins interact with the constant motor proteins FliM and FliG remain unknown.

The flagellar motor-switch complex, also called the C-ring, is located at the base of each flagellum and resides within the cytoplasm (6). It plays an important role in flagellum assembly, torque generation, and rotational switching. Numerous studies have dissected the composition, arrangement, and structure of the switch proteins with a focus on those from *Escherichia coli* and *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhimurium that possess FliG, FliM, and FliN. The motor C-rings of these bacteria contain ~26 copies of FliG, ~34 copies of FliM, and >110 copies of FliN (7–9). Most of these structures were determined using proteins from other organisms, and their assembly models have been recently proposed (10–22). Electron microscopic and tomographic studies have shown that the organization of the switch proteins is similar across different species such that FliG is closest to the cytoplasmic membrane followed by FliM, and FliN is found in a distant membrane location toward the cytoplasm (see Fig. 1A) (4, 23, 24). FliG interacts electrostatically with the flagellar proton channel MotA4MotB2 complexes to drive the motor rotation (25). FliM controls the bidirectional motor switching by thermodynamically binding to the phosphorylated response regulator CheY to confer the flagellar response (16, 26). FliN forms a distinctive donut-shaped structure at the base of the switch complex and is critical for protein export via association with the flagellar type III secretion apparatus (11).

The surface presentation of the antigen (SpoA)5 domain of FliN shares high structural homology to YscQ-C and HrcQB-C, respectively (27). The C-terminal SpoA domain of FliN is critical to flagellation and forms heterodimeric complexes with FliM and FliG SpoA domains (5, 28). The crystal structure of the FliYC–FliNC complex revealed a saddle-shaped structure homologous to the FliN–FliN dimer of *T. maritima*, consistent with a FliY–FliN heterodimer forming the functional unit. Analysis of the FliYC–FliNC interface indicated that oppositely charged residues specific to each protein drive heterodimer formation. Moreover, both FliYC–FliMC and FliYC–FliNC associated with the flagellar regulatory protein FliH, explaining their important roles in flagellation. We conclude that *H. pylori* uses a FliY–FliN heterodimer instead of a homodimer and creates a switch complex with SpoA domains derived from three distinct proteins.
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which are the secretion apparatus proteins of the type III secretion systems (T3SSs) from Yersinia pseudotuberculosis and Pseudomonas syringae, respectively (27, 28). The flagellar export apparatus is composed of an export gate complex containing six membrane proteins, FlhA, FlhB, FliO, FliP, FliQ, and FliR, and a cytoplasmic ATPase complex consisting of FliH, FliI, and FliJ. The motor C-ring acts as a platform for the efficient assembly of the ATPase complex to the export gate. There is an intimate connection between the flagellar motor proteins and those of the flagellar secretion apparatus, which drives the assembly of the flagellum. Flagellum assembly begins with the formation of the MS-ring (FliF) followed by the attachment of the FliG, FliM, and FliN. The deletion of any of these genes halts flagellum formation (29). The T3SS export gate complex is formed within the FliF MS-ring and is assisted by the ATPase complex, which facilitates the unfolding of the secretion substrates and their delivery through the channel of the export apparatus. The N-terminal segment of FlhI recognizes the surface hydrophobic region of dimeric FliN–FliO or FliN–FliM, and the binding concentrates the FliH–FliI complex near the export gate (22, 30–32). Disrupting the FliH–FliN binding causes mislocalization of Fli inside a bacterial cell and impairs flagellar protein export (33).

The main form of variation in the flagellar motors occurs because of FliN. The first recognized variation was identified in Bacillus subtilis and was a substitution of FliY for FliN. FliY consists of FliN-like domains plus a CheY-binding N-terminal peptide and a CheC/CheX/FliY (CXY)-like middle domain (see Fig. 1B). The heterologous expression of FliY in the S. enterica Typhimurium flIN mutant restores its motility and suggests that FliY accomplishes the role of FliN in flagellation (34). In addition, FliY exhibits phosphatase activity toward phosphorylated CheY and therefore helps to regulate the concentration of phospho-CheY (35). The structure of the FliY middle (FliY middle) domain from T. maritima was resolved recently, highlighting its structural homology to FlhI. One difference between FlhI and FliY middle is that the latter evolved to contain two EXXN phosphatase motifs, and both motifs display phosphatase activity toward CheY (21).

Interestingly, the gastric pathogen H. pylori and related e-proteobacteria encode both FliN and FliY (5, 36). Previous studies have verified that both genes are necessary for motility in H. pylori. The deletion of FliN or FliY alone allows for partial flagellation, whereas deletion of both aborts flagellation, indicating that these proteins might be partially functionally redundant (37). H. pylori FliY contains the CXY-like domain (FliY N) and the FliN-like domain (FliY C), but it lacks the CheY-binding sequence (Fig. 1B). FliY C shows high sequence conservation to FliN in terms of the functional residues involved in flagellar protein export and homodimerization, but the exact amino acids present are different, which suggests that FliY C and FlhI might have distinct roles. Although it has been shown that the H. pylori FliM and FlhI counterparts carry similar functions to other bacteria, the functions of FlhI and FliY and their interactions with other switch members remain elusive (5, 18, 20). We investigated the function of the H. pylori FliY subdomains and the interaction of the subdomains with other switch components. We demonstrated that FliY N was required for flagellum formation, whereas FliY N regulated the H. pylori chemotactic response. The interaction studies we conducted suggest that FliY C formed functional complexes with the SpoA domain-containing proteins FliN and FliM. The atomic details underlying the formation of the FliY C–FliN complex were revealed by crystallographic studies. Both the FliY–FliN and FliY–FliM complexes interacted with FliH. Therefore, we determined that H. pylori distinctively incorporated three SpoA domains in the motor C-ring to ensure proper flagellum assembly and functioning.

Results

Both domains of FliY were needed for normal flagellar function

H. pylori FliY contains an N-terminal FlhI-like domain and a C-terminal SpoA domain (5). Although it has been shown that FliY is crucial for normal flagellation, the specific role of these two domains remains unclear. We therefore created strains that expressed either the full-length FliY or just the N- or C- terminal domains. This experiment was accomplished by cloning the full-length fliY gene and its truncated fragments into pILL2157 (38) and expressing these in a fliY-null mutant (5). The protein expressions of His6–FliY, His6–FliYN, and FliYC–His6 were confirmed by Western blotting (Fig. S1). We first examined flagellation using EM of negatively stained bacterial cells. The strain that expressed FliYN (FliYN strain) was nonflagellated (Fig. 2A), and the bacteria were immotile (Fig. 2B), consistent with the role of the SpoA domain in flagellum biogenesis. The strain expressing FliY C (FliYC strain), by contrast, displayed WT flagellation with distinctive terminal bulbs (Fig. 2B), implying that FliYN was not required for flagellum assembly. However, the bacterial soft agar migration halo in the FliYC strain was significantly smaller than that of the WT (57.5%), suggesting that the N-terminal domain of FliY was needed for normal flagellar function (Fig. 2B). The reduced soft agar migration could be due to impaired chemotactic behavior (clockwise or counterclockwise bias), reduced growth rate, or...
defects in flagellum formation (39). Because the FliYN domain belongs to the CXY family that is involved in regulating chemotaxis (21), we examined the swimming behavior of the FliY C strain by fixed-time diffusion analysis (5, 18). The diffusion exponent reflects how close the swimming behavior is to pure diffusion (\(\alpha = 1\)). A tumbling bacterium will have an \(\alpha\) value close to 1, whereas a bacterium that moves relatively straight will show an \(\alpha\) value close to 2. We found that the FliYC strain had an \(\alpha\) value of 1.57 \pm 0.02, which is closer to 1 when compared with the FliY+ strain (1.67 \pm 0.02) (Fig. 2C). The diffusion analysis suggested that the deletion of the FliY N-terminal domain might cause tumbling bias. These data support the idea that FliYN is not needed for flagellation but plays a role in a normal chemotactic response.

**FliY associated with both FliN and FliM switch proteins**

We next examined the protein–protein interactions of FliY. In the flagellar T3SS of *E. coli* and *T. maritima*, the SpoA domain within the FliN C-terminal portion participates in two types of protein–protein interactions. It can self-associate or assemble with each other. To assess their interactions, we first attempted to isolate the individual proteins of type III switch proteins. FliY associated with both the FliN and FliM switch proteins, and FliY was detected by coimmunoprecipitation assay using the anti-FliY antibody (Fig. S3). It was estimated that FliY, FliN, and FliM were in an equal stoichiometric ratio in the earlier eluted fractions. However, the ratio shifted to 2:1:1 in the later eluted fractions.

**FliY did not interact with FliG**

FliYN shares a common protein fold with the middle domain of FliM in that they both contain a GGXG motif that is known to be important in mediating the formation of the FliM–FliG complex (16, 20). The presence of this motif raises the possibility that FliYN might also bind FliG. We conducted a coimmunoprecipitation assay to isolate the potential endogenous FliY–FliG complex. The anti-FliY antibody was immobilized to pull down FliY and its complexes from the cell lysate of *H. pylori* strain G27. The coprecipitated FliG and FliM were detected by anti-FliG and anti-FliM antibodies, respectively. Our results expressed and purified individually, precluding further analysis. Because the SpoA domain could require its cognate interacting partner to become stable (11, 22), we conducted coexpression and copurification assays to examine their interactions. The recombinant GST-tagged FliY and His\(_6\)-tagged FliN were coexpressed in *E. coli*. The expressed proteins were purified by NiNTA chromatography followed by GSH-Sepharose at which point the GST fusion tag was removed. FliY and FliN were found to be coeluted from the size exclusion chromatography experiment (Fig. 3A). The stoichiometry of the FliY–FliN interaction was also measured by static light scattering. The molecular mass of the complex was determined to be 55.75 kDa, which is close to a FliY:FliN ratio of 1:1 (Fig. 3B).

We next studied the coexpression of the GST-tagged FliYC (residues 208–285) or FliM with either His\(_6\)-tagged FliN, FliNC (residues 44–122), or FliM (residues 244–354). FliNC and FliM were not soluble when coexpressed, indicating these two proteins might not form a stable complex (data not shown). However, we isolated homogeneous stable complexes of FliYC with FliNC and of FliYC with FliM from the gel filtration column (Fig. 3C). We further carried out a sedimentation-velocity experiment to assess the stoichiometry of the individual components in the FliYC–FliNC and FliYC–FliM complexes. Both protein complexes behaved dominantly as a single species in solution with sedimentation coefficients of 1.65S and 1.68S, respectively (Fig. 3D). We noted that a fraction of the purified FliYC–FliNC tended to self-associate, especially when the experiment was conducted at a higher protein concentration (data not shown).

We further investigated the interaction between the FliYC–FliNC and FliM–FliYC complexes by sedimentation velocity (Fig. 3D) and gel filtration analysis (Fig. S2). There was no obvious peak shift in either experiment, suggesting that the two protein complexes did not associate to form a higher-order oligomer. Alternatively, the tripartite association of the full-length FliY, FliN (His\(_6\)-tagged), and FliM (GST-tagged) was tested by coexpression and copurification. The full-length FliN, FliY, and FliM were coeluted after a two-step affinity chromatography purification, indicating that these three proteins associated to form higher-order protein complexes in the presence of their N-terminal domains. However, in a gel filtration analysis, we found that FliY–FliN–FliM ternary complex was eluted in a broad region, suggesting that multiple oligomeric species were present (Fig. S3). It was estimated that FliY, FliN, and FliM were in an equal stoichiometric ratio in the earlier eluted fractions. However, the ratio shifted to 2:1:1 in the later eluted fractions.
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showed that FliM, but not FliG, was coprecipitated with FliY (Fig. 4A). The biophysical association of FliY and FliG was also tested by using GST pulldown assays. The cell lysate of the G27 fliG-null mutant strain was loaded onto beads preimmobilized with purified GST-FliG or GST. The results from the immunoblot showed that FliM, but not FliY, was captured by GST-FliG (Fig. 4B). We considered that FliY and FliG might have weak interaction, so we conducted an isothermal titration calorimetry experiment. When

Figure 3. FliY formed complexes with FliN and FliM. A, copurification analysis. GST-FliY was coexpressed with His6-FliN in E. coli. The protein mixtures were purified by Ni-NTA and GSH-Sepharose chromatography in which the GST fusion tag was removed by 3C protease. The eluted proteins were separated by Superdex S200 gel filtration chromatography and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. B, static light scattering of FliY–FliN. The curve is the refractive interference signal. The value shown is the native molecular mass of FliY–FliN. The line under the peak indicates the calculated molecular mass of the eluted FliY–FliN complex throughout the peak. C, interaction between FliY and FliN. GST-FliY was coexpressed with His6-FliN or His6-FliM. The proteins were finally separated by Superdex S75 chromatography. The purified complexes were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. D, the sedimentation velocity analysis of FliY, FliN, FliY–FliN, and a mixture of the two complexes. All data were collected using an absorbance optical system at a wavelength of 280 nm. Data analysis was performed with SEDFIT, and data were also analyzed using the sedimentation (sed) coefficient distribution model, c(s). mAU, milliabsorbance units.

Figure 4. FliY interacted with FliM but not FliG. A, immunoprecipitation assay. The cell lysate of H. pylori G27 strain was mixed with protein G beads with or without preimmobilized anti-FliY antibody. The bound proteins were probed with anti-FliM, anti-FliY, or anti-FliG antibody. Positive controls using recombinant full-length FliM, FliY, and FliG were included. B, pulldown experiment. The bacterial cell lysate of the G27 ΔfliG strain was loaded onto beads preimmobilized with purified GST-FliG or GST. The fractions of flow-through, wash, and protein bound on the beads were analyzed by probing with anti-FliM and anti-FliY antibodies. C, ITC experiment. FliY was titrated into the cell containing FliG.
FliG was titrated against FliYN, a heat change was not observed (Fig. 4C). Taken together, our data strongly support the idea that FliY does not directly interact with FliG and that these two proteins form a multiprotein complex indirectly through FliM.

Crystal structure of the FliYC–FliNC complex

We next probed the molecular basis of the FliY–FliN interactions. We purified the FliYC–FliNC complex, crystallized it, and resolved the structure at 2.5 Å with an R factor and R_free of 20.26 and 22.86%, respectively (Table S1). There are two FliYC–FliNC complexes per asymmetric unit, and they are virtually identical. Individually, FliYC and FliNC resembled a typical SpoA fold, and they contained a β/α-sheet comprising four antiparallel β-strands and a protrusion (β1–α1–β2) (Fig. 5A). They formed a heterodimer that buried an extensive interfacial area of 2,288 Å² per molecule (PDBePISA) (Fig. 5B). The structural comparison by PDBeFold indicated that both FliYC and FliNC resembled a typical SpoA fold, and they contained a β-sheet comprising four antiparallel β-strands and a protrusion (β1–α1–β2) (Fig. 5A).

Given the high structural and sequence homology of FliYC and FliNC with their counterparts in other bacterial species, it is intriguing why they specifically form a heterodimer instead of a homodimer. We speculate that the specificity could be attributable to the intermolecular surface complementarity of the proteins. The electrostatic surface calculation of FliYC and FliNC at the interacting interface showed that FliYC was markedly electropositive compared with FliNC (Fig. S4A). Based on the multiple sequence alignment of FliYC and FliNC from the...
ε-proteobacteria containing both FliY and FliN proteins (5), we identified several FliY- and FliN-specific residues at the interface (Fig. S4, A and B). Notably, *H. pylori* FliY H9252 carried several positively charged residues that were replaced either by hydrophobic, polar, or negatively charged residues in *H. pylori* FliN. For example, Lys215FliY and Arg281FliY were replaced by Ser49FliN and Ile115FliN, and these two FliY residues formed salt bridges with Glu51FliN and Glu66FliN, respectively (Fig. 5C). We therefore suspected these protein-specific interacting residue(s) could be important for the formation of the heterodimer. Accordingly, we mutated these residues into oppositely charged residues to test their importance in maintaining the interaction by a pulldown experiment using GST-FliYC and His6-FliNC (Fig. 5D). We found that K215EFliY and E51KFliN abolished the interaction with their WT FliN and FliY, respectively, and R281EFliY and E66RFliN also showed mild impairment. We concluded that the oppositely charged residues at the FliY–FliN interface contributed to the complementary interaction.

**Both FliY<sup>c</sup>–FliNC and FliY<sup>c</sup>–FliMC interacted with FliH**

FliN and FliM participate in flagellar protein export by recruiting FliI–FliI to the export gate through protein docking of the FliH N-terminal peptide (FliHN<sub>C</sub>) to their SpoA domains (22, 31–33). FliHN<sub>C</sub> recognizes a hydrophobic surface formed by the homodimeric FliN or heterodimeric FliN–FliM. In *H. pylori*, FliY, FliN, and FliM are all required for normal flagellation, and they contain conserved sequences for FliH binding (5). It is possible that the analogous FliY–FliN and FliY–FliM in *H. pylori* identified in this study might be capable of interacting with FliH. To test this possibility, we analyzed the association of FliY–FliN with FliH by pulldown and gel filtration assays. The purified FliH was trapped by the GST–FliY–FliN complex in the GST pulldown experiment (Fig. 6A). FliH also formed a stable complex with FliY–FliN, and the three proteins coeluted with a peak shift of 52 ml compared with the elution peak of the FliY–FliN complex at 63 ml (Figs. 6B and 3A). To determine the domain responsible for the binding, we performed the pulldown experiment using GST–FliYC–FliN or GST–FliYN alone. FliH only bound to GST–FliYC–FliN, showing that the C-terminal SpoA domains mediated the interaction. In addition, we found that purified FliY<sub>C</sub>–FliMC was also pulled down by GST–FliH (Fig. 6C). Taken together, these results suggest that both FliY<sub>C</sub>–FliNC and FliY<sub>C</sub>–FliMC in *H. pylori* functioned as a protein-docking platform for FliH.

**FliY and FliN shared a common docking site for FliH**

FliH<sub>n</sub> is crucial for the association of FliH with the switch proteins, specifically for the recognition of the conserved hydrophobic patch on FliN–FliN or FliN–FliM (22, 31–33). We determined the alignment of FliH from multiple species and noted a conserved pattern of hydrophobic residues consisting...
of \textit{HXXHXHXXH} where \textit{H} denotes hydrophobic residues despite the variability in the length and amino acid composition of FliH\textsubscript{N} (Fig. 7A). Previous work identified two tryptophan residues that play a crucial role in the interaction of FliH with FliN–FliM by forming an aromatic clamp that inserts into the hydrophobic pocket of \textit{S. enterica} Typhimurium FliN–FliM (22, 33). Notably, these two residues were not conserved in FliH\textsubscript{N}–FliM of the \textit{C. jejuni} (CJJ), \textit{Wolinella succinogenes} (WSU), \textit{S. enterica} Typhimurium (STY), \textit{Shigella flexneri} (SFL), \textit{Yersinia pestis} (YPE), and \textit{E. coli} (ECO). The initial model of FliH\textsubscript{N} was generated by Modeler using FliH\textsubscript{N} of \textit{S. enterica} Typhimurium (PDB code 4YXC) as a template (44). The peptide was docked onto the FliY\textsubscript{C}–FliN\textsubscript{C} complex using the flexible docking protocol Rosetta FlexPepDock (55). The model with the highest score was chosen. The binding site for FliH\textsubscript{N} is shown as electrostatic surface in the boxed-in region. The molecular surface was calculated by APBS (Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver) and contoured at \(kT = \pm 3\). The conserved hydrophobic residues of FliH\textsubscript{N} and FliY\textsubscript{C}–FliN\textsubscript{C} that participated in the interaction are represented as \textit{stick} and \textit{ball-and-stick} models, respectively.

Figure 7. Mapping the binding interface between FliH and FliY-FliN. A, excerpted T-COFFEE alignment of \textit{H. pylori} (HPY) FliH with its homologues from \textit{Helicobacter hepaticus} (HHE), \textit{C. jejuni} (CJJ), \textit{Wolinella succinogenes} (WSU), \textit{S. enterica} Typhimurium (STY), \textit{Shigella flexneri} (SFL), \textit{Yersinia pestis} (YPE), and \textit{E. coli} (ECO). The conserved hydrophobic residues are colored orange (\textit{H. pylori} numbering). B, effect of FliH truncation on the binding to FliY-FliN. GST, GST-FliH, or GST-FliH\textsubscript{N}–FliH\textsuperscript{AN} was immobilized, and the beads were incubated with purified FliY-FliN. C, model of \textit{H. pylori} FliH\textsubscript{N} (residues 18–29) docked onto FliY\textsubscript{C}–FliN\textsubscript{C}. The initial model of FliH\textsubscript{N} was generated by Modeler using FliH\textsubscript{N} of \textit{S. enterica} Typhimurium (PDB code 4YXC) as a template (44). The peptide was docked onto the FliY\textsubscript{C}–FliN\textsubscript{C} complex using the flexible docking protocol Rosetta FlexPepDock (55). The model with the highest score was chosen. The binding site for FliH\textsubscript{N} is shown as electrostatic surface in the boxed-in region. The molecular surface was calculated by APBS (Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver) and contoured at \(kT = \pm 3\). The conserved hydrophobic residues of FliH\textsubscript{N} and FliY\textsubscript{C}–FliN\textsubscript{C} that participated in the interaction are represented as \textit{stick} and \textit{ball-and-stick} models, respectively. D, effect of FliY–FliN mutations on FliH interaction. The GST-FliY–FliN mutants were immobilized on resin followed by incubation with purified FliH.
substituting these residues with aspartic acid and assessing the impact on the binding to FliH (Fig. 7D). We found that V261P, V262D, and V95D drastically impaired the interaction, whereas I263D, M96D, V97D, and V97D/I263D double mutant did not have a significant effect. This outcome agrees with a model in which both FliY and FliN contribute to the interaction with FliH. The side chains of Val262 and Val261 pointed inward to the hydrophobic pocket, which the bulky aromatic side chains of Tyr23 and Phe25 occupied, and this orientation could explain why both of these mutations abolished the interaction. Although Val262 and Met96 faced the outside of the pockets, Val262 but not Met96 interfered with the binding. This outcome could be due to the specific orientation of the FliH peptide on FliY–FliN, which still must be resolved by their coscyclical structure.

Discussion

The presence of both FliY and FliN as switch proteins is a common feature within the e-proteobacteria, and their coexpression could be associated with the adaptation of the motility system in these species (5). Somewhat surprisingly, we found that FliY, but not FliN, complexed with FliM, and these proteins selectively interacted to produce FliY–FliM and FliN–FliM complexes as functional units. This finding agrees with the notion that FliY and FliM are likely structurally and functionally associated. This idea is further supported by the fact that the fliY and fliM genes are co-episomal, whereas fliN is cotranscribed with other genes that are not known for flagellar function (5). Recent interactome studies in H. pylori and Campylobacter jejuni have also found the binary complexes FliY–FliM and FliN–FliM but not FliN–FliM (41, 42). The idea that the FliY–FliN and FliY–FliM heterodimers form the functional units of the flagellar motor is also supported by the experimental evidence that both complexes interacted with FliH. Our data suggest that FliY–FliM formed a common FliH-docking surface, and the deletion of either the fliY or fliN gene was likely to affect the synthesis of the protein export platform (5). FliY could play a more significant role in flagellation than FliN because it is involved in the formation of both the FliY–FliN and FliY–FliM complexes for FliH docking, and this hypothesis is supported by a previous in vivo study (5). This scenario is distinct from Bacillus cereus, which also carries all three genes, but the fliY-null mutant remains fully flagellated (43). We speculated that both FliY and FliN were likely able to form a stable complex with FliM in this species to support flagellation.

What is the functional significance of H. pylori carrying two heterotypic SpoA units? These units could facilitate the placement of the correct numbers of the FliYA module in the motor unit, which is important to chemotactic regulation. The impaired expression of FliYA module causes a flagellar rotational bias that could be detrimental to the survival of the bacteria in the host (36, 43). Moreover, the excess FliY could cause an overcrowding of more than 30 copies of ∼25-kDa FliYA domains in the C-ring that hinders the docking of other proteins. Interestingly, other bacteria appear to have evolved different approaches to enable the proper assembly of FliY and FliN. Although T. maritima carries only the fliY and fliM genes, there is an alternative translation initiation site in the fliY gene that allows the expression of both FliY- and FliM-like proteins (40). Alternatively, the accumulated protein–protein interaction data in H. pylori and C. jejuni suggest that FliY and FliN might interact further with a different set of proteins (41, 42). FliY might also interact with the flagellar biosynthesis protein FliF and nonflagellar proteins, suggesting that the presence of both FliY and FliN could contribute to an additional level of control for flagellum formation in the proper spatial and temporal manner. However, this idea requires verification.

FliYN, however, is dispensable for flagellation in H. pylori. Although FliYN shares a similar topology with FliYM and carries a conserved GGXG motif that is important for FliG interaction (21), our data suggest that FliYN and FliYM had distinct functions. Similar to the T. maritima FliY (21), the H. pylori FliYN did not associate with FliG. Hence, FliYN was unlikely a structural component of the C-ring and was not critical for flagellum assembly. In an attempt to explain the differences between FliYN and FliYM, we built a homology model of FliYN based on the T. maritima FliYM structure (PDB code 4HYN) (44). The key hydrophobic residue I149 in FliYM was replaced by the charged residue Asp25 in FliY (Fig. S5), and the I149D substitution in FliYM completely abolished FliG–FliM association (20). Thus, the subtle variation at the FliM–FliG interface likely differentiated the role of FliY from FliN. FliYN belongs to the CheC/CheX/FliY phosphatase family. The FliY truncation mutant showed a clockwise rotational bias, which seems consistent with its potential role as a CheY phosphatase. However, the H. pylori FliY lacks a CheY-binding sequence that is required for CheY dephosphorylation in B. subtilis (21, 35). A sequence analysis showed that FliYN contained one putative phosphatase consensus motif, -EXXX-, which is slightly different from the consensus -EXXX- motif in the CheC/CheX/FliY family and the -EXXXQ- motif in CheZ (45). The chemotactic pathway of H. pylori contains multiple CheY-containing CheVs and CheA (5, 46). It is possible that FliYN might target other response regulators and act as a phosphatase toward these proteins.

We also proposed a model of C-ring assembly in H. pylori (Fig. 8) that represents the e-proteobacteria that are distinct from bacteria possessing only FliN or FliY. We previously reported that the FliM–FliG interaction is conserved and that they form the upper part of the C-ring (20). The FliY–FliN interaction is predicted to assemble at the bottom part of the switch complex through the interaction with FliY–FliM, resulting in a donut-shaped dimer of heterodimers (21). The FliYN domain did not interact with other switch proteins and is likely located at the periphery of the C-ring. The comparison of the C-rings between H. pylori and S. enterica Typhimurium, however, did not differ significantly except that the H. pylori C-ring was larger in diameter (57 nm compared with 40 nm) (24). The H. pylori cryo-ET map did not provide information about the position of the FliYN domain. We speculate that the linkage between the N- and C-terminal domains of FliY is flexible, and the density is seemingly invisible in the cryo-ET map. The higher protein content, attributed to FliY, might be partially related to the increased size of the H. pylori motor C-ring. In contrast, a recent cryo-ET map from Leptospira interrogans,
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which harbors both flIY and flIN genes in the genome, revealed extra density at the bottom outer part of the C-ring that might correspond to the FlIYN domain (47). A higher-resolution cryo-EM study of the isolated switch protein complex of H. pylori is definitely needed to further characterize the structure of this bacterial motor.

In summary, our data provide a basis to understand the macromolecular assembly of the distinctive C-ring complex of ε-proteobacteria. This species-specific macromolecular assembly prompts a different genetic control of flagellum biogenesis in response to environmental cues and awaits further investigation.

Materials and methods

Cloning, expression, and purification

cDNA encoding FlIY (hp1030), FlIY N-terminal domain (FlIYN; residues 1–195), FlIY C-terminal domain (FlIYC; residues 108–285), FlIM (hp1031), FlIH (hp0353), and N-terminally truncated FlIH (FlIHAN; residues 28–258) were cloned into pGEX-6p-1 vector. FlIN (hp0584), FlIN C (residues 45–123), and FlIMC (residues 244–354) were cloned into pAC28 vector (48).

pGEX-6p-1-FlIY, -FlIYN, or -FlIMC was cotransformed with pAC28-FlIN or -FlIN in E. coli BL21 (DE3) strain and coexpressed by induction with 0.3 mM IPTG under growth conditions of 16 °C for 20 h. pGEX-FlIYN was expressed under the same growth conditions. The expression of pGEX-FlIH was performed at 25 °C instead. For the copurification of His6-FlIY–FlIN, His6-FlIYC–FlIN, crude cell extract was first applied to a GST column followed by gel filtration. For the purification of proteins carrying the GST tag, proteins were eluted with buffer containing 20 mM reduced glutathione.

For the purification of His6-FlIN–FlIYC or His6-FlIMC, the cell pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl and lysed by sonication. Clear lysate was loaded onto Ni-NTA. After washing with buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, the target proteins were eluted by buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole. Before binding onto GSH-Sepharose, 4 mM DTT and 20 mM l-Arg were added into the elution fraction. After binding and washing, the GST tag was removed by Precision protease (for FlIYC–FlIN, 200 mM l-Arg was added before adding Precision protease). Eluted proteins were further purified by a Superdex 75 column in lysis buffer with 4 mM DTT.

For the copurification of FlIY–FlIN–FlIM complexes, flIN and flIY were cloned into pAC28 vector with flIN fused with an upstream His6 tag sequence, and flIM was cloned into pGEX-6p-1 vector. A ribosomal binding sequence was inserted at upstream of flIY for coexpression. Proteins were coexpressed in E. coli Rosetta2 strain by induction with 0.1 mM IPTG and incubated at 20 °C overnight. The complex was purified by Ni-NTA and GST-affinity chromatography followed by Superdex S200 chromatography.

For the H. pylori functional complementation studies, flIY (HPG27_398), flIYN (residues 1–195), and flIYC (residues 108–285) were amplified from the genomic DNA of H. pylori 27 using the primers flIYF (5’-gggggggcatctgatcattcactcaac-5’), flIYR (5’-gggggggcatctgatcattcactcaac-3’), and flIYC (5’-gggggggcatctgatcattcactcaac-3’). His6 tag sequences were included in the forward primers of flIY and flIYN and the reverse primer of flIYC. The genomic DNA was extracted from H. pylori according to the DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen). After amplification, the PCR products were cut with Ndel and BamHl and cloned into similarly cut pILL2157 (kindly provided by Prof. Ivo Boneca) (39) to generate plasmids pILL2157-flIY, -flIYN, and -flIYC. These plasmids replicate exogenously in H. pylori and allow IPTG control of the cloned genes.
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*H. pylori* growth conditions

*H. pylori* G27 strain was cultured at 37 °C on Columbia blood agar with 5% defibrinated horse blood and *H. pylori*-selective antibiotics (including trimethoprim, amphotericin, vancomycin, cycloheximide, cefadroxil, polymyxin, and β-cyclodextrin) under microaerobic conditions (5% CO₂, 4% O₂, and 91% N₂) produced by AnaeroGen gas packs (Oxoid). 5 μg/ml chloramphenicol was included for the selection of *H. pylori* transformants. For liquid culture of *H. pylori*, Brucella broth containing 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (BB10) was used.

*H. pylori* transformation

The *H. pylori* G27 deletion strain (ΔfliY::aphA3; called ΔfliY here) was created in a previous study (5). The plasmids pLL2157-fliY, -fliYN, and -fliYC were introduced into ΔfliY strain by natural transformation, generating FliY, FliYN, and FliYC strains, respectively. ~20 μg of plasmids were methylated by the addition of *H. pylori* G27 cell-free extract as described in Donahue et al. (49). For transformation, *H. pylori* was streaked onto a blood agar plate and allowed to grow for 1 day. The cells were collected and restreaked as a small patch and further grown for 6 h. ~20 μg of cell-free extract–treated plasmids were stirred with the cells, and the plate was incubated overnight. The cells were recollected and streaked onto a blood agar plate with chloramphenicol. After incubation for 3 days, eight isolated colonies were selected and restreaked on selective plate with chloramphenicol. After incubation for 3 days, eight isolated colonies were selected and restreaked on selective plates twice. Positive transformants were verified by PCR analysis using a forward primer complementary to the target gene and a reverse primer complementary to the pLL2157 vector (5′-cagggcgagggcgtataaag-3′).

Immunoblot detection of FliY

To produce anti-FliY antibody, a mouse was immunized with purified recombinant FliYN protein. To detect the expression of FliY, *H. pylori* G27, ΔfliY strain, and ΔfliY complemented strains transformed with the plasmid (pLL2157-fliY, -fliYN, or -fliYC) were grown in BB10 for 1 day. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in PBS. Total cellular proteins were prepared by boiling with Laemmli sample buffer. The expression level of FliY in complemented strains was probed by anti-FliY or anti-His₆ antibody (GE Healthcare).

Characterization of flagellum formation by EM

*H. pylori* cells were grown in BB10 until A₆₀₀ reached ~1.0. Cells were diluted with BB10 to an A₆₀₀ of ~0.05 and allowed to grow for 16 h. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 8,000 rpm for 3 min. The pellet was resuspended with fresh BB10. A Formvar carbon–coated grid was floated on a droplet of cell suspension for 1 min. The cells were immediately fixed by floating the grid on a drop of 2.5% glutaraldehyde, 2.5% formaldehyde, 100 mM sodium cacodylate, pH 6.5, for 1 min followed by negative staining with 1% phosphotungstate for 1 min. Excess stain was removed with Whatman paper. Flagellum formation was examined by a Tecnai 12 Biotwin transmission electron microscope (FEI/Philips).

Characterization of motility activity by soft agar assay

*H. pylori* cells were cultured on a Columbia blood agar plate for 2 days. Strains were inoculated into a soft agar plate (Brucella broth with 5% fetal bovine serum, 0.4% agar, chloramphenicol) using a pipette tip. The colony diameter was measured after 5–7-day incubation.

Sedimentation velocity analysis

The experiments were performed at 40,000 rpm at 16 °C in a Beckman-Coulter XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge. Samples containing FliYN, FliY, FliMC, and the mixture of the two protein complexes at a concentration of 2 mg/ml in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 250 mM NaCl, 4 mM DTT, 20 mM L-arginine were loaded into double-sector centerpieces. All data were collected using an absorbance optical system at a wavelength of 280 nm. Data analysis was performed with SEDFIT, and data were analyzed using a sedimentation coefficient distribution model, c(s).

Interaction studies

0.54 μM GST, GST-FliY–FliN, GST–FliYN–FliN and GST–FliYN were incubated with GST resin pre-equilibrated with buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.3, 4 mM DTT, 0.15% Tween 20) for 1 h at 25 °C. After washing, FliH (FliH:bait = 1:5.1 molar ratio) was incubated with the immobilized beads for 1 h at 25 °C with gentle shaking. The beads were washed three times and subjected to boiling and SDS-PAGE analysis. For the interaction studies of FliH with FliY–FliN mutants, 50 μg of partially purified His₆–FliN–GST–FliY or mutants were immobilized on GST resin followed by incubating the beads with 100 μg of FliH. The GST–FliH–FliY–FliN pulldown experiment was performed using FliH:FliY–FliN at a molar ratio of 1:2.5.

For the FliH–FliN–FliY interaction study by gel filtration, a 1:5.1 molar ratio of FliH was incubated with FliN–FliY in buffer at 4 °C for 1 h. The complex was separated by Superdex 200 gel filtration.

The GST–FliG pulldown experiment was performed as described (20). Proteins were probed with anti-FliY, and anti-FliM (20) was used as a control.

Coimmunoprecipitation

*H. pylori* G27 and ΔfliY strains were grown in BB10 overnight. Cells were harvested and lysed by sonication in buffer (150 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.3, 0.15% Tween 20). Unlysed cells were removed by centrifugation at 8,000 rpm for 3 min. Lysate was loaded onto Dynabeads (Invitrogen) with or without preimmobilized anti-FliY and incubated at room temperature for 1 h. The beads were washed three times with the same buffer and boiled with SDS loading dye. Samples were loaded for SDS-PAGE and probed with anti-FliY, anti-FliM, or anti-FliG antibody. Rabbit anti-FliM and rabbit anti-FliG were immunized in previous studies (18, 20). All Western blotting experiments were carried out in duplicates.

Static light scattering

FliY–FliN was subjected to static light scattering using a miniDAWN triangle (45°, 90°, and 135°) light scattering...
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detector (Wyatt Technology Corp., Santa Barbara, CA) connected to an Optilab DSP interferometric refractometer (Wyatt Technology Corp.). This system was connected to a Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare) controlled by an AKTAexplorer chromatography system (GE Healthcare). Before sample injection, the miniDAWN detector system was equilibrated with 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, for at least 2 h to ensure a stable baseline signal. The flow rate was set to 0.5 ml/min, and the sample volume was 100 μl. The laser scattering (687 nm) and the refractive index (690 nm) of the respective protein solutions were recorded. Wyatt Technology ASTRA software was used to evaluate all data obtained.

**Isothermal titration calorimetry**

The interaction between FliG and FliY*N* was measured using a MicroCal iTC200 calorimeter (GE Healthcare) as described previously (20). 0.5 mM FliY*N* was titrated into the cell containing 50 μM FliG proteins in buffer containing 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM EDTA.

**Crystallization, data collection, and structure determination**

Crystals of FliY*C*–FliN*C* were obtained under conditions with 0.2 M sodium acetate, 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 30% PEG 4000 using the sitting drop vapor diffusion method. The crystals were soaked briefly in crystallization buffer containing 10% 0.2 M sodium acetate, 0.1M Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 30% PEG 4000 and 0.5 mM FliYN was titrated into the cell containing 0.5 mM FliG proteins in buffer containing 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM EDTA.
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